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City Spies 1: Gefährlicher Auftrag Jul 29 2019 *** Ausgezeichnet mit dem Leipziger Lesekompass 2021 *** Der spannende Auftakt einer neuen Agenten-Serie à la Spy Kids –
rasant, riskant und richtig gut! Der 12-jährigen Sara drohen mehrere Jahre Jugendhaft. Dabei hat sie das System der New Yorker Justizbehörde doch nur gehackt, um ihre
kriminellen Pflegeeltern zu entlarven! Doch dann bietet ihr der mysteriöse Agent »Mother« einen Ausweg an: Sie soll bei den »City Spies« einsteigen, einem Team von fünf
Kindern aus aller Welt, die ein schottisches Internat besuchen, in Wahrheit aber für den britischen MI6 arbeiten. Sara sagt Ja – und landet mitten in einer heiklen
Mission: Eine geheime Organisation und ein fieser Plan gefährden den Jugendumweltgipfel in Paris. Der erste Band der temporeichen Spionage-Serie schaffte es aus dem
Stand auf die New-York-Times-Bestsellerliste – fünf smarte Kids und jede Menge Action! »Eine rasante Geschichte, spannend, witzig und mit knackigen Dialogen.« Booklist
Alle Bände der Serie: City Spies – Gefährlicher Auftrag (Band 1) City Spies – Tödliche Jagd (Band 2) City Spies – Gewagtes Spiel (Band 3)
Stranded With A Spy 1 Dec 02 2019
American Espionage Feb 13 2021 Traces the history of American espionage since the War of Independence and discusses the current uproar over the C.I.A.'s covert
operations in an historical context
Spy Classroom, Vol. 1 (light Novel) Nov 05 2022 In this world war of espionage the greatest of all spies has created an organiztion dedicated to tackling impossible
missions, though it remains to be seen why the seven members of this group all have no experience.
The Spy and the Traitor Dec 14 2020 *The No.1 Sunday Times Bestseller* *Shortlisted for the 2018 Baillie Gifford Prize* *Bill Gates' Top 5 Books for 2020* 'THE BEST
TRUE SPY STORY I HAVE EVER READ' JOHN LE CARRÉ A thrilling Cold War story about a KGB double agent, by one of Britain's greatest historians - now with a new afterword
On a warm July evening in 1985, a middle-aged man stood on the pavement of a busy avenue in the heart of Moscow, holding a plastic carrier bag. In his grey suit and
tie, he looked like any other Soviet citizen. The bag alone was mildly conspicuous, printed with the red logo of Safeway, the British supermarket. The man was a spy. A
senior KGB officer, for more than a decade he had supplied his British spymasters with a stream of priceless secrets from deep within the Soviet intelligence machine.
No spy had done more to damage the KGB. The Safeway bag was a signal: to activate his escape plan to be smuggled out of Soviet Russia. So began one of the boldest and
most extraordinary episodes in the history of spying. Ben Macintyre reveals a tale of espionage, betrayal and raw courage that changed the course of the Cold War
forever... BEN MACINTYRE'S NEXT BOOK, COLDITZ, IS AVAILABLE FOR PRE-ORDER NOW
Changes in Espionage by Americans Oct 04 2022 Since 1990 offenders are more likely to be naturalized citizens, and to have foreign connections. Their espionage is more
likely to be motivated by divided loyalties. Twice as many American espionage offenders since 1990 have been civilians than members of the military, fewer held Top
Secret while more held Secret clearances, and 37% had no security clearance. Two thirds of Amer. spies since 1990 have volunteered. Since 1990, 80% of spies received no
payment for espionage, and since 2000 it appears no one was paid. Six of the 11 most recent cases have involved terrorists, either as recipients of info., by persons
working with accused terrorists at Guantanamo Bay, or in protest against treatment of detainees there. Illustrations.
The Double-Cross System Apr 17 2021 The classic account of how British intelligence penetrated and practically operated Nazi Germany's spy network within the British
Isles With great imagination, care, and precise coordination, the British were able to identify Nazi agents, induce many to defect, and supply completely false
information to Germany about bombings, battles, and even the D-Day invasion. Told by the man who masterminded the entire, unbelievable four-and-a-half-year scheme, and
filled with extraordinary stories and dazzling tidbits, "The Double-Cross System" is a testimony to Britain's skill in the fine art of counterespionage.
William Wickham, Master Spy Nov 12 2020 A biography of William Wickham (1761-1840), Britain's master spy on the Continent for more than five years during the French
Revolutionary wars. It follows Wickham's career to narrate the rise and fall of his secret service community.
Intelligence and Espionage in the Reign of Charles II, 1660-1685 Mar 29 2022 A balanced portrait of the dark byways of Restoration politics.
Intelligence and Espionage: Secrets and Spies Mar 17 2021 Intelligence and Espionage: Secrets and Spies provides a global introduction to the role of intelligence – a
key, but sometimes controversial, aspect of ensuring national security. Separating fact from fiction, the book draws on past examples to explore the use and misuse of
intelligence, examine why failures take place and address important ethical issues over its use. Divided into two parts, the book adopts a thematic approach to the
topic, guiding the reader through the collection and analysis of information and its use by policymakers, before looking at intelligence sharing. Lomas and Murphy also
explore the important associated activities of counterintelligence and the use of covert action, to influence foreign countries and individuals. Topics covered include
human and signals intelligence, the Cuban Missile Crisis, intelligence and Stalin, Trump and the US intelligence community, and the Soviet Bloc. This analysis is
supplemented by a comprehensive documents section, containing newly released documents, including material from Edward Snowden’s leaks of classified material. Supported
by images, a comprehensive chronology, glossary, and 'who’s who' of key figures, Intelligence and Espionage is an invaluable resource for anyone interested in the role
of intelligence in policymaking, international relations and diplomacy, warfighting and politics to the present day.
The Dictionary of Espionage Jul 01 2022 What's a black-bag job, a dead-letter drop, a honey trap? Who invented the microdot, and why do they call Green Berets "snakeeaters"? More than just an alphabetical presentation of definitions, this volume offers a fascinating insider's view of the lingo and operations of the CIA, MI5,
Mossad, the KGB, and other top-secret organizations.
The Alec Milius Spy Series: Books 1 & 2 Jun 27 2019 The first two books in the richly atmospheric and chillingly plausible Alec Milius series announced the arrival of
Charles Cumming as heir apparent to masters like John le Carré and Len Deighton. A SPY BY NATURE Alec Milius is young, smart, and ambitious. He also has a talent for
deception. He is working in a dead-end job when a chance encounter leads him to MI6, the elite British Secret Intelligence Service, handing him an opportunity to play
center-stage in a dangerous game of espionage. In his new line of work, Alec finds that the difference between the truth and a lie can mean the difference between life
and death--and he is having trouble telling them apart. Caught between British and American Intelligence, Alec finds himself threatened and alone, unable to confide in
even his closest friend. His life as a spy begins to exact a terrible price, both on himself and on those around him. A SPY BY NATURE tells the gripping story of a
young man driven by ruthless ambition who finds himself chasing not just success, but survival. THE SPANISH GAME Six years ago, Alec Milius was released by MI6 after a
disastrous operation. His world shattered, Milius has been living in Madrid, attempting to quietly rebuild his life. But all his plans come crashing down when the head
of a separatist movement goes missing, and Milius is lured back into the world of espionage. This time, though, Milius is forced to work alone - with no back-up, no
support, and no one to save him should something go wrong. And in an operation like this, something is certain to go wrong. Horribly wrong.
Rule #1 Feb 25 2022 In the world of espionage, LOVE is a four-letter word. As a senior at the Albright Academy, I'm known for two things: Successfully weaponizing my
feminine wiles, and being the daughter of a traitor. The rumors about my supposed sex life are nothing compared to the snide remarks about my father's treason, but when
you go to a high school run by the Department of Defense, neither makes you many friends. I was only five years old when Dad disappeared. When the CIA came barging
through our door to tell us he was a Russian spy. Maybe it was fate that I followed in his footsteps; some weird need to redeem myself from my father's misdeeds. But
now, he's back. And I can't help but wonder what kind of damage he'll do this time. Fortunately, I'm not alone in this mess. My best friend Parker has known all about
Dad's treason for almost as long as I have. For thirteen years, nothing has been able to compromise our friendship, but lately it feels like he wants something more...
There's only one problem. Spies don't fall in love. *This book is an upper YA spy romance that takes place in the same world as Nose Jobs, Hair Dye, and Other Ways to
Fake Your Death.
Fixing the Spy Machine Mar 05 2020 SCOTT (copy 1): From the John Holmes Library collection.
Spies, Wiretaps, and Secret Operations: An Encyclopedia of American Espionage [2 volumes] Nov 24 2021 A comprehensive two-volume overview and analysis of all facets of
espionage in the American historical experience, focusing on key individuals and technologies. • Includes over 750 entries in chronologically organized sections,
covering important spies, spying technologies, and events • Written by an expert team of contributing scholars from a variety of fields within history and political
science • Provides a chronology of key events related to the use of espionage by the United States or by enemies within our borders • A glossary of key espionage terms
• An extensive bibliography of print and electronic resources for further reading • Photos of key individuals plus maps of geographical locations and military
engagements where espionage played an important role
Fanáticos, Exiles, and Spies Feb 02 2020 Borders and boundaries are porous, especially in the context of political revolutions. Historian Julian F. Dodson has
uncovered the story of postrevolutionary Mexico’s attempts to protect its northern border from various plots hatched by groups exiled in the United States. Such plots
sought to overthrow the regime of President Plutarco Elías Calles in the 1920s. These borderland battles were largely fought through espionage, pitting undercover
agents of the government’s Departamento Confidencial against various groups of political exiles—themselves experienced spies—who were now residing in American cities
such as Los Angeles, Tucson, San Antonio, and Brownsville. Fanáticos, Exiles, and Spies shows that, in successive waves, the political and military exiles of the
Mexican Revolution (1910–1920) sought refuge in and continued to operate from urban centers along the international boundary. The de la Huerta rebellion of 1923 and the
Cristero War of 1926–1929 defined the bloody religious conflict that dominated the decade, even as smaller rebellions bubbled up along the border, often funded by
politically connected exiles. Previous scholarship has tended to treat these various rebellions as isolated episodes, but Dodson argues that the violent popular and
military uprisings were not isolated at all. They were nothing less than an extension of the violence and fratricidal warfare that so distinctly marked the preceding
decade of the revolution. Fanáticos, Exiles, and Spies reveals the fluidity of a border between two nations before it hardened into the political boundary we know
today.
What Happened In Vienna, Jack? (Lies And Consequences Book 1) Sep 30 2019 A robbery in London. The murder of a priest at the end of World War Two. A genocide in
Namibia. The discovery of the remains of Hitler's secretary. Something connects all this. Former British spy Jack Price knows the answer, and he's willing to die to
keep the secret. The problem? He's not the only one who knows. It's the lies that are not heard, but kept as secrets, that own us all. Deep in the world of espionage
and deception, how far is Jack willing to go to fulfill his mission?
Computer Fraud and Abuse Laws Jan 15 2021 Computer Fraud & Abuse Laws An Overview Of Federal Criminal Laws
New complete dictionary of the English and Dutch languages Apr 05 2020
A Spy Among Friends Oct 31 2019 From bestselling author Ben Macintyre, the true untold story of history's most famous traitor
Women Heroes of World War II May 19 2021 These 32 suspense-filled stories unfold across Germany, Poland, Great Britain, the United States, and more, providing a

reminder of women and girls' refusal to sit on the sidelines around the world and throughout history. Includes six new profiles that did not appear in the first
edition.
S. 2726 to Improve U.S. Counterintelligence Measures Aug 29 2019
Spy Chiefs: Volume 1 Jun 07 2020 In literature and film the spy chief is an all-knowing, all-powerful figure who masterfully moves spies into action like pieces on a
chessboard. How close to reality is that depiction, and what does it really take to be an effective leader in the world of intelligence? This first volume of Spy Chiefs
broadens and deepens our understanding of the role of intelligence leaders in foreign affairs and national security in the United States and United Kingdom from the
early 1940s to the present. The figures profiled range from famous spy chiefs such as William Donovan, Richard Helms, and Stewart Menzies to little-known figures such
as John Grombach, who ran an intelligence organization so secret that not even President Truman knew of it. The volume tries to answer six questions arising from the
spy-chief profiles: how do intelligence leaders operate in different national, institutional, and historical contexts? What role have they played in the conduct of
international relations and the making of national security policy? How much power do they possess? What qualities make an effective intelligence leader? How secretive
and accountable to the public have they been? Finally, does popular culture (including the media) distort or improve our understanding of them? Many of those profiled
in the book served at times of turbulent change, were faced with foreign penetrations of their intelligence service, and wrestled with matters of transparency,
accountability to democratically elected overseers, and adherence to the rule of law. This book will appeal to both intelligence specialists and general readers with an
interest in the intelligence history of the United States and United Kingdom.
The Dictionary of Espionage May 07 2020
Corporate Espionage, Geopolitics, and Diplomacy Issues in International Business Sep 22 2021 As global business competition continues to accelerate, it is imperative
that managers and executives examine all facets of an organization so that it remains successful. Often dynamics such as espionage, diplomacy, and geopolitical
atmosphere have a great impact on daily operations of an organization; however, these areas are often overlooked. Corporate Espionage, Geopolitics, and Diplomacy Issues
in International Business highlights strategic planning and operations tactics in the areas of human resource management and security. Featuring the impact of
espionage, geopolitics, and diplomacy, this book is an insightful reference for business and government executives, scholars, graduate and undergraduate students, and
practitioners .
Company of Spies Aug 02 2022 Apparently unrelated people are committing suicide and Anna Lingaard suspects foul play. She unearths a conspiracy that could rock the
foundations of the British Security services. When Lingaard meets the enigmatic Arthur Prendergast she is thrust into a shady underworld that exists in her own
office.In the spirit of John Le Carre and Len Deighton, Company of Spies is a darkly comic story of a secret service struggling under the weight of it's own
administrative red tape and office politics. Prendergast and Prendergast Returns is as funny as it is gripping. Like a cross between Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy and The
Office. The world of Espionage has never required so much admin.
Spies of the Kaiser Jan 03 2020 Le Queux was the first and most prolific of all British spy writers, but Spies of the Kaiser was not just another tale of scheming
foreigners and plucky British heroes, for this paranoid tale of German secret agents plotting the invasion of Britain played a major part in the formation of MI5,
Britain's counter-espionage organisation. In his introduction, intelligence historian Nicholas Hiley explains how Le Queux's powerful blend of fact and fiction inspired
a whole generation of British secret service officers, and led MI5 in a nation-wide hunt for a non-existent enemy.
The Private Life of Spies and The Exquisite Art of Getting Even Aug 10 2020 From the beloved author of the No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency series comes a new short
story collection: half spy stories, half tales of revenge, all highlight the kinder, funnier, and gentler side of espionage and retribution. In this dual collection of
short stories, Alexander McCall Smith brings his trademark humor and warmth to inventive tales of spying and vengeance. In one story, a spy dropped deep into enemy
territory manages to disguise himself--quite convincingly--as a nun. In another, an invitation to join the Vatican Secret Service sends a prospective operative down a
rabbit hole of controversy and confusion. A third story finds an author, on the brink of public ruin, seeing the error of his ways after an act of kindness saves the
day. A keen observer of humanity imbued with a sparkling imagination, Alexander McCall Smith illustrates throughout that transparency is paramount and forgiveness is
restorative. With surprising insight and a healthy helping of humor, these stories remind us that, in the end, the high road is often the better one for all involved.
Red Spies in America Jan 27 2022 The most detailed study of Soviet military-industrial espionage during the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s--spying aimed specifically at
acquiring restricted information and materials relating to American industry, technology, and science.
Espionage's Most Wanted™ Jul 21 2021 In Espionage's Most Wanted™, readers will learn that America’s first spymasters included Benjamin Franklin and John Jay. Otto von
Bismarck’s chief spy, Wilhelm Stieber, posed as an itinerant peddler and sold religious artifacts and pornography to enemy troops as a cover for collecting
intelligence. During the cultural competition of the Cold War, the CIA helped popularize abstract expressionism by spending millions to promote the careers of artists
such as Jackson Pollock. The East Germans once traded two captured West German agents for one dead East German agent. CIA officer E. Howard Hunt cleverly disrupted an
intimate dinner meeting between Mexican Communists and a Soviet delegation by distributing party invitations to the general public. During the 1980s and early 1990s,
the CIA employed psychics to “remotely view” places of interest in the Soviet Union. Espionage's Most Wanted™, chronicles 500 of the most daring spies, ingenious plots,
bungled operations, and surprising facts about the history of espionage and intelligence from around the world. Its fifty lists include the top-ten intelligence
agencies, master spies, traitors, spy gadgets, code-breaking coups, covert operations blunders, and colorful dirty tricks. History buffs and espionage enthusiasts will
enjoy this irreverent but illuminating look at the world of spies and intelligence.
The New Spies May 31 2022 Skildring af efterretningstjenester (Spionage) og fremtidige efterretningsmæssige metoder.
Intelligence And Espionage Oct 12 2020
A Century of Spies Sep 10 2020 Examines the role of espionage in world history through a discussion of information gathering in the modern world, including spy
technology, the Cold War, and crisis intelligence
City Spies Apr 29 2022 In this thrilling new series that Stuart Gibbs called “a must-read,” Edgar Award winner James Ponti brings together five kids from all over the
world and transforms them into real-life spies—perfect for fans of Spy School and Mrs. Smith’s Spy School for Girls. Sara Martinez is a hacker. She recently broke into
the New York City foster care system to expose her foster parents as cheats and lawbreakers. However, instead of being hailed as a hero, Sara finds herself facing years
in a juvenile detention facility and banned from using computers for the same stretch of time. Enter Mother, a British spy who not only gets Sara released from jail but
also offers her a chance to make a home for herself within a secret MI6 agency. Operating out of a base in Scotland, the City Spies are five kids from various parts of
the world. When they’re not attending the local boarding school, they’re honing their unique skills, such as sleight of hand, breaking and entering, observation, and
explosives. All of these allow them to go places in the world of espionage where adults can’t. Before she knows what she’s doing, Sarah is heading to Paris for an
international youth summit, hacking into a rival school’s computer to prevent them from winning a million euros, dangling thirty feet off the side of a building, and
trying to stop a villain…all while navigating the complex dynamics of her new team. No one said saving the world was easy…
Perfect - Volume 1 Oct 24 2021 Perfect: a swinging sixties spy with the appeal of The Avengers' Mrs Peel but the clumsy cluelessness of Inspector Clouseau - she may be
called Perfect but she's far from it! Perfect: Volume 1 contains four gloriously original tales with a similar surreal 1960s flavour to shows such as The Man From
U.N.C.L.E. and The Prisoner. With each of the four humorous stories included in every volume illustrated by a different artist (and written by a different author) the
reader can experience Perfect's crazy world of espionage from a multitude of perspectives. In Volume 1 these artists are Simon A Brett, Gary Andrews, Jessica Martin and
Robin Grenville Evans. Throughout this issue we find our heroine owning the catwalk, chasing balls, tripping out with a frog and meeting a near-perfect doppelganger...
Whether you're a fan of sixties style, sexy spies, silly slapstick and serious sub-plots or are just sick of all the superhero comics out there, this is the Perfect
series for you!
Conduct of Espionage Within the United States by Agents of Foreign Communist Governments Aug 22 2021 Considers testimony of four U.S. residents concerning their
contacts with Soviet agents. Includes a brief synopsis of the hearings.
Spymistress Jun 19 2021 A New York Times Best Seller! She was beautiful. She was ruthless. She had a steel trap for a mind and a will of iron. Born Vera Maria
Rosenberg in Bucharest, she became Vera Atkins, legendary spy and holder of the Legion of Honor. Recruited by William Stevenson--the spymaster who would later come to
be known as "Intrepid"--when she was only twenty-three, Vera spent much of the 1930s running countless perilous espionage missions. When war was declared in 1939, her
fierce intelligence, blunt manner, personal courage, and knowledge of several languages quickly propelled her to the leadership echelon of the highly secretive Special
Operations Executive (SOE), a covert intelligence agency formed by, and reporting to, Winston Churchill. She recruited and trained several hundred agents, including
dozens of women, whose objectives were to penetrate deep behind enemy lines. The stirring exploits and the exemplary courage of the SOE agents and the French Resistance
fighters--who in the words of General Dwight D. Eisenhower together "shortened the war by many months"--are justly celebrated. But the central role of Vera Atkins has
until now been cloaked in silence. William Stevenson was the only person she trusted to record her life; he kept his promise that he would not publish her story until
after her death. Here is the extraordinary account of the woman whose intelligence, beauty, and unflagging dedication proved key in turning the tide of World War II.
Skyhorse Publishing, along with our Arcade, Good Books, Sports Publishing, and Yucca imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of biographies, autobiographies, and
memoirs. Our list includes biographies on well-known historical figures like Benjamin Franklin, Nelson Mandela, and Alexander Graham Bell, as well as villains from
history, such as Heinrich Himmler, John Wayne Gacy, and O. J. Simpson. We have also published survivor stories of World War II, memoirs about overcoming adversity,
first-hand tales of adventure, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Spy Determination Jul 09 2020 With the world's natural resources depleting, the race to discover the next scalable energy source is on. A discussion at the US State
Department reveals a major scientific discovery in this arena, and it's instantly deemed classified at the highest level. But the Russians are listening in, and they
are going to do whatever it takes to get their hands on the details. Also in the know is a new Iraqi underground intelligence organization, Tariq'Allah. To achieve
national respect in the world market, they decide to secretly recruit a US military intelligence officer as a mole to steal the classified information for themselves.
The officer they target is Eric Miller, recently transferred to the US Army Intelligence and Security Command (INSCOM) in Germany. But a case of mistaken identity
during the kidnapping results in Miller's West Point buddy, Paul Remmich, becoming the target instead. Remmich carries out the spies' mission, and their success
encourages the Iraqis to keep him in the state of mind he got tricked into to use his skills further. Remmich, Miller, the Iraqis, the Russians, and the US Army do an
intricate dance where each seems to take a turn at leading the intrigue. Packed with suspense and vivid detail, the plot is full of blind corners and unpredictable
twists. Find out just how far countries will go to get what they want and how limitless the determination of a trained spy can be.
Etiquette & Espionage Sep 03 2022 This young adult steampunk series debut set in the same world as the New York Times bestselling Parasol Protectorate is filled with
all the saucy adventure and droll humor Gail Carriger's legions of fans have come to adore. Fourteen-year-old Sophronia is a great trial to her poor mother. Sophronia
is more interested in dismantling clocks and climbing trees than proper manners—and the family can only hope that company never sees her atrocious curtsy. Mrs.
Temminnick is desperate for her daughter to become a proper lady. So she enrolls Sophronia in Mademoiselle Geraldine's Finishing Academy for Young Ladies of Quality.
But Sophronia soon realizes the school is not quite what her mother might have hoped. At Mademoiselle Geraldine's, young ladies learn to finish...everything. Certainly,
they learn the fine arts of dance, dress, and etiquette, but they also learn to deal out death, diversion, and espionage—in the politest possible ways, of course.
Sophronia and her friends are in for a rousing first year's education.
Killer Dec 26 2021 The English translation and adaption of the long lost Chilean spy comic by Germn Gabler. Lost since the 1970's, KILLER is a spy comic unlike any
other featuring a rough hewn working man's spy who lives up to his name! His adventures take him across the globe as he sorts out crisis situations for a secret black
ops section of the British Secret Intelligence Service (SIS). This first volume - restored and published for the first time in English - features two KILLER adventures:
"Intrigue in Hong Kong" and "The Heiress Kidnapping." If you like the rough and tumble world of espionage from writers like LeCarre', Deighton, Mitchell, and Hamilton you'll recognize the same flavor in this international hit comic series. There are five volumes in all - each with bonus background material on real world spying and
crime. Content you can only get with a Pulp 2.0 book!
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